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Intro

Before you read this book you need to be aware
that everything that has been said before by
Helen Joyce Bellbarker
is cancelled.

When we read the manuscript it had been with
an agent for three years and when he died
his wife used chapter one as wallpaper
she told us.

The opening scenes about parrots and the meaning
of rain are better set aside or perhaps used as opera
but it is a fact that windscreen wipers, laser printers
and bullet-proof vests were all invented by women.

11 of the 12 men who have walked on the moon
were in the Boy Scouts so they were used to rules 
and rituals and nonsense and places where others
did not want to go.

Meanwhile Helen is training to become a monk
and all of her dresses are to be sold and the book
is about to be published by Invisible Press
who once published comics.

Isaac Newton invented the cat flap and there are two
chapters in the book about zoos in modern wars where
the animals moved out and the homeless moved in
converting cages etc.

There is also a chapter about etc and things that be
in dreams and the socks of Wallace Stevens and
why writing wrecks routine.
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a House wItH no wIndows

1.
They will all be talking at once and the words will tumble
so much that the grandfather will stand up on his chair
screaming for them to stop.

2.
There will be a very long silence and perhaps some conversation
about nuns blowing up balloons or the child who underwent an 
operation and came out of it well but with a foreign accent.
(Laughter)

3.
There will be no conversation about the war.

4.
Who is it that has come to live at 55 and will they throw a party?
The last people who lived there; details and rumours and too many dogs.

5.
There is talk of a dead child found in a shed.
(Silence)

6.
Spunk. How can that be spoken without giving offence? Now that the 
bishop has shaved off his beard are we to expect other things?

7.
Throughout these chapters everything speeds up and most of the 
speakers actually sing.
(Is this to become an opera?)

8.
Some talk of poetry and Dunster at dawn and the idea of a house with 
no windows. What to do with a gardener who is going mad and making 
tea for the tulip tree.
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9.
The carol singers have gone on strike. All the main speakers who have 
been singing now take to their violins so this cannot be an opera really.
Each chapter will end with a birth and a house with no windows.

10.
They do not know what to do about the war? They do not like drums.
They are very different people in winter. He is also writing about lichen.
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waItIng For tHe angels

Annie

I do not like the silent rooms. I do not like the way
the air is filled with hair and angels.
I do not like the silent rooms. I do not like the sideways
of their words and what the doctors mumble to each other
and the ramblings of their obsessions and the way it is never
dark enough to dream and look what the man in white brought in!
What is the point of a baby here? Dear God; the baby has been broken 
and all I have is a doll who does its thing on my lap and I give it hymns.
Today is God Day again. I do not like the God Day because I like the God
who does not snore, who does not smile, who sits in his alone and never 
 winks
and never asks for me to do that thing and sometimes his face is more 
 like rain.
Monday is taps. All day the baths are filled and we swim like swine and 
 the stuff
gets in our gobs and the drying takes us into freezing and all I can do is 
 running so
fast I sometimes drop my face on the floor and hope that mother will come 
 and pick
it up and stick it on again and I wonder a bit what she sees when there is 
 no face.

Bill

Don’t do it when they ask me anymore. Don’t play music. Forget all tunes. 
 Forget
her singing and the skipping songs and what the teacher said about a tune 
 for every
truth. Sit at the piano now, in the small room now, in the old part of the 
 house now,
and sometimes speak to the keyboard which is a beautiful thing. The 
 waiting notes.
The expectations. The beautiful thing.
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Mary

The Blue Angel comes on Mondays. Her eyes are rain.
The Green Angel arrives on Tuesdays. Only sometimes she does not come.
The Red Angel enters on Wednesdays, always at twelve o’clock. She
holds a bag full of nails.
The Yellow Angel crash lands on Thursdays. Then he runs on the spot. 
The Brown Angel never turns up.
The White Angel is blind. Coming or going or what?
The Black Angel plays a kazoo. I think he can do tricks.
There are no angels on Saturdays and on Sundays we do not need them.
On Sundays we sometimes dress in wings and scare the pants off the others
or we get inside some words and don’t come out.

William

I keep getting back to the farm. Every day I smell it. 
I can see right through the hills to the back door and the pram.
I can hear her and the kids and sometimes the pigs.
It takes a long time for me to get out from under all these dreams
and I suppose I need proper clothes and proper words
but I can’t do that because of the earth. 

Margaret

Quiet as quilt
Silent as egg
Naughty as nettle
Crisp as cabbage
Secret as silence
Seldom as sorry
Hard as pardon
Waiting as water
Eager as earth
Mother as bell
Doctor as bum
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Nurse as worse
Baby as midnight
God as glass

Tim

I write these letters you see. I write them every.
I catch the sound and ground it down and sentence it.
I have a way with that and what you need to understand
is that there is no need for more than rhyme
for you all remember rhyme and rhyme will not 
and what goes up stays up; whatever is said stays said.

Melba

Please tell me something nothing
will also do so long as you tell me
using words not dead birds and even
carrots would be nice to hear them
snap and crack like fingers in case
nothing ever comes here again; again.

Archie

Where do they put the dead angels, after
they have crash landed in some field?
Or do they send them here, one or two,
dressed in light and kindness and sometimes
unseen in the snow; sometimes hiding in the
empty flower vase above the broken television?
I expect that’s it. 
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tHe Colour oF angels 

1.

It depends on the time of day, wind tides,
what we have not been saying, in which case
it is the brown angel, bark dark with slats of green 
and eyes like an early autumn morning, head down
as if looking for something on the ground, a thing 
that might be missed, something that will be crushed
beneath and remain there all winter, as if a lost message.

2. 

Whereas the blue angel can be heard rushing about
as if it should be busy at a miracle or ready to carry
off a dead baby or at the place of a conversation when
the bully takes pity or the lunatic says something that 
is so beautiful it shines and everyone falls silent; more,
more, you only need to say more and we will adore you
and forgive you all the years of silence and upsidedown.

3.

The white angel is always there. Of course you cannot
see him as he opens a door or a window or tips a book
onto the floor. The white angel scribbles messages on
the lake and sometimes he claps his hands at midnight 
and you wake up and check the house for burglars or 
in the midst of the radio announcement there is a long
buzzing and when it is over you feel like a stranger.

4.

Wait. The red angel always arrives about now. He has
a box of lies for you to choose from. He has a sack of
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excuses and get out clauses and revels in denials. If you
ask him what truth is he laughs so much he begins to fart
and the veins in his head wriggle like worms and his hands
get the jitters. So do not do this. Let him come and go and
never pick up what he leaves on the table. Let it bleed dry.

5.

The pink angel of course you enjoy. The pink angel looks
a bundle of fun, ready for a dance, a polka, a prance and all 
that jazz. The pink angel has a box of chocolates for each
one of us and wants to meet the children and wake up the
dead and throw a party for the nuns and what about a swim
at dawn? Only it is too late. The war has only just begun.
The pink angel will have to wait, take up yoga, get a real job.

6.

When it is time for the green angel to arrive there will be
a slight drop in the temperature of the field, the tennis court,
the lane, the hedgerow. The horses will know it and the birds
will all rise and fall again in seconds as a sign. There will be
no words. The angel will be there to remind us of the way all
things are changing, how the visible hides things, how a silence
has its story, how sunshine and moonglow may not return. Ever.

7.

That summer, when the drought bit the land raw, we all knew
that the chapel would rise from the lake again, crusted white and
gold, and that some would want to pray there and recall the names;
and there would be the dead to look after and even ghosts; and we
sensed that there were angels there, entwined, holding hands; and some
said they had seen them with their children of light and that they wore
robes of every shade, shafts of colour, as if they were dressed in music.




